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Chapter 1 : Best DVDs and Books for beginner cardistry | theory11 forums
The Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes is the first of its kind. This current, comprehensive treatment of fancy card
manipulation will teach you everything from the Charlier Pass to juggling cards.

In addition to demonstrating the first 56 stunts in the already classic "Encyclopedia," there are 56 performance
tips, 3 basic chapter- specific routines, 3 additional routines, and more than 50 additional flourishes. There is
even a section on how to prepare cards for flourishes plus outtakes and the kind of madness only the
Flourishman could generate. See a behind-the-back LX Quad Cut sequence. See many original creations never
before published, not even in the "Encyclopedia. See the Flourishman perform every flourish in Chapters 4
through 6 of his comprehensive manual of artistic card manipulation. Not only that, but there are performance
tips, advice on body and hand positioning, even tips on how to keep the deck square. See stunning routines,
including the signature "Twist Cut" routine. This second performance-only DVD is a companion to the book
itself, which painstakingly teaches every flourish. The flourishes themselves are not taught on this DVD. Just
seeing the flourishes in motion and in routines will reveal a wealth of priceless information available nowhere
else. And no one but the Flourishman has the endless supply of moves to delivery so much variety at such a
manic pace! See the Flourishman perform every flourish in Chapters 7 through 9 of his comprehensive manual
of artistic card manipulation. Not only that, but there are performance tips, advice on routining, and the usual
stunning routines. See the Flourishman juggle two cards in one hand while shuffling the rest of the deck in the
other. See full routines of one- and two-hand shuffles, two complete routines of arm-spreads, and the unique
still deck and two-card juggling routines. This third performance-only DVD is a companion to the book itself,
which painstakingly teaches every flourish. Choose a ranking for this item. Please tell us what you think and
share your opinions with others. Be sure to focus your comments on the product. HTML tags are not allowed.
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" I firmly believe that the Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes is destined to become a true classic and I do not
hesitate to give this book my highest recommendation. Buy this now." -- Steve Brooks, Owner, The Magic Cafe.

Wed Jul 18, 4: Sherman, the disappearance of actual magic shops is due to one thing: If these same customers
would spend a few dollars more on each item they buy, and buy them from the local magic shop, there would
be lots more magic shops. Yes, you WILL have to spend more on something in order to have a magic shop
within driving distance where a live person behind the counter can demonstrate new items, give good advice,
and steer you in the right direction. Most magicians have simply decided that they do not wish to pay for this
service. Subscribe today to Genii Magazine Guest Re: Maybe it "makes no sense whatsoever" to blame
Penguin for driving magic shops out of business. That unethical behavior notwithstanding, what can we fault
them for? Reasonable adults who care about this community should recognize the consequences of patronizing
Penguin and other similar shops. So, for the adults who support Penguin with their dollars, shame on you, you
should know better. Penguin, and other online stores with deep-discount prices, know this and prey on it. Is
what Penguin does legal? Does it have drastic negative consequences for the magic community? Definately,
and those with the means to educate young magicians about these consequences should make it their business
to do so. We need to tell these young customers that when they pay a few extra dollars for a trick at a brick
and mortar store, they actually ARE getting value for that money. I can well remember the times when,
standing at my booth in the dealer room at a convention, middle-aged men would come up to my table and ask
the prices of my books. When I refused to meet those prices, they simply went over to his table and purchased
the book there. Then, they had the balls to approach me later at the convention and ask me to autograph the
book! So, while some of the audience for Internet magic dealers are young folks, plenty of them are our
friends in magic who want to save a buck. Sun Jul 22, 4: These businesses are legitimate from the point of
view that they are not breaking the law. Discounters have been around as long as I can remember. It the old
days they were strictly mail-order businesses. How many of you remember the magazine Magic Manuscript?
It started as a newsletter for Adam Fleischers mail-order magic business, Frazees Magic Frazee is crazy, but
his prices are absolutely insane! It seems to me that some of his customers were names who one might think
would know better, but Adams prices were very low and hard to pass up. And he didnt sell crap: Of course
that little newsletter led to the glossy color magazine with some very big names contributing and then there
was mebut nothings perfect and then the buyout, ironically, by Tannens. Brick and mortar shops survived such
bargain-basement discounters because they were relatively few and far between and could only reach those
who subscribed to magic magazines where they ran their one-column-inch ads. These days, with the Internet,
discounters dont need to advertise nearly as much and they can reach many thousandinstead of a few
thousandpotential customers. So, as Richard said, the responsibility lies squarely on our the consumers
shoulders as to how we distribute our magic buck.
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Re: download The Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes!!! Post by Dustin StinettÂ» Sun Jun 13, am It seems to me
that Richard has said in the past that he cannot refuse to advertise any business that is legitimate.

Cardistry in general popular use today does not card magic, and generally seeks to describe the same art form
that "XCM" also tries to describe. What most people call "XCM" could be more suitably classified as a
sub-category of Cardistry called something like "Xtreme Cardistry". Good addition, the Cardistry article. If
you can add anything to Flourish as well, that be great! Thank you so much! Q1 Blogs are usually not
considered reliable sources, with rare exceptions. A1 That may be true, but the gentlemen writing the blog is
the the founder of decknique. I believe that makes him a reliable source. Q2 Were questions about the terms
on perching. A2 I defined both of the terms and removed the questions within the page. Q3 Question about
other factions of Cardistry. I changed Variety to Variants. As of now, XCM seems to be the only variant. A4 I
suppose so, but for Cardistry they are almost always referred to as Display Cuts. I do believe the Jerry has
written online that he erroneously named his book in terms of today, because there was no real word for
flourishes as their own art form. So the book remains Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes. Jerry now
uses the term "XCM" to describe the non-magical use of playing cards. NOT Cardistry as cardistry is card
magic. Yeah, the term manipulation gets tossed around a lot, and Im interested in the "Card Manipulation"
article, however -- no one can yet define the term. Keep up the great work. Proposal rescinded by proponent
before any discussion occurred. Card flourish , a very undeveloped article, should be merge into and redirected
to this one, to make an overall better article. The flourish topic is simply nothing but what cardists do. Card
flourish Merge proposal. The word "cardistry" has been used in very few publications, but never caught on. If
you talk to most people today, search YouTube or Google for "cardistry", you will more often than note get
non-magical results. It is also found that most opposed to the term "Cardistry" in a non-magical term are
generally people who are supporting the "XCM" terminology and trying to disprove the "Cardistry" term for
their own sake. Two VERY different things.
Chapter 4 : Cardistry - Wikipedia
The Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes is the first of its kind. This current, comprehensive treatment of fancy card
manipulation (XCM - extreme card manipulation, contact juggling with cards, card flourishes and cardistry) will teach you
everything from the Charlier Pass to juggling cards.

Chapter 5 : The Encyclopedia of Card Flourishes () - $ : Fantasystore!, The Art of Magician
About Google today announced IT admins can now apply policies to Chrome on Android and iOS, encyclopedia of
playing card flourishes pdf addition to Windows, Mac, Linux, and Chrome OS.

Chapter 6 : Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes Review | theory11 forums
Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes The Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes is the first of its kind. This
current, comprehensive treatment of fancy card manipulation will teach you everything from the Charlier Pass to juggling
cards.

Chapter 7 : Jerry Cestkowski - Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes Vol 2 - Video Dailymotion
About Us We believe everything in the internet must be free. So this tool was designed for free download documents
from the internet. Legal Notice.
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Chapter 8 : The Magic Cafe Forums - The Encyclopedia of Playing Card Flourishes
The saga continues! See the Flourishman perform every flourish in Chapters 7 through 9 of his comprehensive manual
of artistic card manipulation.

Chapter 9 : Xtreme Beginners 1 DL | Ellusionist
Card flourishes are flashy, attention-getting moves that magicians can perform as part of a card routine. Flourishes
include fancy cuts and shuffles, card fans, arm spreads, and more. Learn more about card flourishes from how they are
viewed in the magic community to some beginning moves you might want to figure out.
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